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ABSTRACT

The reflection of intense laser radiation from solids appears as a result of relativistic dynamics of the electrons driven by both incoming and
self-generated electromagnetic fields at the periphery of the emerging dense plasma. In the case of highly relativistic motion, electrons tend
to form a thin oscillating layer, which makes it possible to model the interaction and obtain the temporal structure of the reflected radiation.
The modeling reveals the possibility and conditions for producing singularly intense and short extreme ultraviolet (XUV) bursts of radiation,
which are interesting for many applications. However, the intensity and duration of the XUV bursts, as well as the high-energy end of the
harmonic spectrum, depend on the thickness of the layer and its internal structure which are not assessed by such macroscopic modeling.
Here, we analyze the microscopic physics of this layer and clarify how its parameters are bound and how this controls the outlined properties
of XUV bursts.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5088870

I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of intense radiation with overdense plasmas in
the relativistic regime appears as the basic problem for many promis-
ing applications of high-intensity lasers, ranging from particle acceler-
ation1,2 to the generation of high frequency radiation,3–6 with practical
applications within diagnostics, probing of warm dense matter, and
observing phenomena at the atto-second time-scale.7–9

If the transverse size of the laser pulse is much larger than the
wavelength and the irradiated plasma is sufficiently dense to prevent
the penetration of radiation, the reflection of an obliquely incident
laser pulse can be considered as a one-dimensional problem in a refer-
ence frame moving along the plasma surface with speed c sin h, where
c is the speed of light and h is the angle of incidence.10 In this reference
frame, the laser radiation impinges normally on the plasma streaming
with the speed c sin h.

The character of the laser-plasma interaction depends crucially
on the conditions of interaction. In the case of low intensity and a
sharp density profile, the plasma still acts as an almost ideal mirror,
but with small fractions of frontier electrons that are repeatedly
thrown into the plasma resulting in heating.11–16 In the case of a lim-
ited density gradient, typically provided by limited contrast of the laser
pulse, the electron bunches thrown into the density ramp can excite
plasma oscillations, which produce emission of high-frequency

radiation in the specular direction. This mechanism, known as coher-
ent wake emission (CWE),5 is dominant for moderate intensities,
characterized by that the field amplitude a0 � 1, where the amplitude
is given in relativistic units mcx/e and x is the radiation frequency,
andm and e are the electron mass and charge (absolute value).

For higher intensities, the light pressure and especially its temporal
variation start to affect the reflection from the plasma yielding a distinc-
tively different mechanism for high order harmonic generation (HHG).
One way of modeling this is based on the assumption that at any
instance of time, there exists a point where the incoming and outgoing
energy fluxes are equal, and this point oscillates approaching relativistic
speed just as an ordinary particle. Although this model is referred to as
the relativistic oscillating mirror (ROM),17 this is a mirror in a limited
sense: It provides phase modulations but no amplitude boosts as a real
mirror would do. While this might look unnatural, this interpretation
leads to the universal law for harmonic intensity decay Ik � k�8=3,
where k is the wavenumber, which has been observed in some simula-
tions18 and experiments19,20 (some other trends have also been discussed
in the literature21–24). Note that the assumed equality of the incoming
and outgoing fluxes, known as the Leontovich boundary condition,
implies that the plasma does not accumulate energy even temporarily.

If the intensity is even higher and/or the plasma edge is suffi-
ciently smooth, the oscillating light pressure repeatedly causes
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significant back and forth shifts of the plasma front.25,26 During these
shifts, a significant part of incoming radiation energy can become tem-
porally allocated in the quasi-static field of charge separation between
the shifted electrons and less mobile residual ions. In this case, the
plasma acts more like a spring, repeatedly accumulating and releasing
energy from the incident radiation. Simulations of this process show
that electrons tend to form a bunch and thus provide coherent syn-
chrotron emission (CSE).5 It is notable that the bunch is compressed
during both forward and backward motion due to relativistic effects
and, in the case of high intensities, maintains a thickness that is much
smaller than the distance over which it travels.27 This motivates model-
ing the interaction process based on treating this bunch as an infinitely
thin layer that moves so that its radiation cancels out the incoming
radiation into the plasma bulk. This model is referred to as the relativ-
istic electronic spring (RES)28 and provides the temporal structure of
the outgoing radiation for an arbitrary incident radiation structure and
polarization as well as for arbitrary plasma density shapes.27 Although
challenging, some signatures of electron bunching and relativistic
dynamics have already been observed in experiments.29–31

The analysis of the RES equations indicates that at certain param-
eters, the outgoing radiation appears in the form of singularly intense
and short bursts of radiation. Simulations have shown that these bursts
can have more than two orders of magnitude higher intensity than
that of the incident radiation and a duration of down to a few attosec-
onds.28,32,33 One way to reach even more extreme intensities is by
focusing such bursts generated from self-generated34 or manufac-
tured35,36 spherical or groove-shaped28 plasma mirrors. Furthermore,
recently discussed applications are related to the creation of compact
sources of bright extreme ultraviolet(XUV) pulses37–40 with controlla-
ble ellipticity41 and of bright gamma rays42 emitted by the electrons in

this regime of interaction. Since the generated XUV bursts can reach
relativistic intensities for the XUV range of frequencies,43 they can also
be used for driving wakefields in solids.44,45

For the RES theory, the described bursts of radiation appear as
singularities and their actual peak intensity, duration, and the high-
energy end of the spectrum are not assessed by the theory. These char-
acteristics are limited by the thickness of the layer. Simulations show
that, in contrast to the layer dynamics, the thickness of the layer does
not follow the relativistic similarity46 with parameter S¼ n/a0, where n
is the plasma density in units of critical density nc ¼ mx2=4pe2. This
indicates that assessing the thickness requires analysis based on the
first principles.

The RES model is motivated by the spread in electron velocities
in the sheath being small, which is an effect of the relativistic dynam-
ics. However, as the velocities of the electrons are close to the speed of
light, small fluctuations in velocity imply large fluctuations in the cor-
responding c-factor. One may hence ask what happens to the similar-
ity normalized c-factor c/a0 in the high a0-limit, a question that is also
connected to the layer thickness Dx and normalized energy W=a20 of
the electrons in the sheath. Figure 1 shows the similarity normalized
maximum c-factor in the layer, the energy W=a20, and the thickness
Dx of the sheath as a function of time, obtained from particle-in-cell
(PIC) simulations, for a range of different a0. From this, a decreasing
trend can be observed for all three quantities as a0 increases. It is not
clear whether they approach a nonzero limit or converge to zero. The
latter case would indicate that the efficiency of energy conversion from
the laser to the electrons in the sheath becomes smaller for high a0
(even if the maximum c-factor may increase with a0 in absolute num-
bers). The amount of energy in the compressed sheath of electrons, as
well as its distribution, is relevant to address questions about the

FIG. 1. Left: Maximum c as a function of time for setup with S ¼ 1= cos3h and angle of incidence h¼p/7, and different a0. Middle: Total energy of electrons in sheath as a
function of time. Right: Thickness of sheath as a function of time. The similarity normalized quantities c=a0; W=a20; Dx decrease as a0 !1.
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radiation spectrum for high-harmonic generation and electron heat-
ing. Resolving the c-factor distribution for electrons in the sheath is
therefore of great interest. In previous studies, an average value of 10
has been proposed to be used as an ad hoc value for limiting the singu-
larity of the RES equations in Refs. 28 and 47. Serebryakov et al.42

have also proposed to model the average c-factor in the sheath by solv-
ing the equations of motion for an average particle in the sheath.
However, such a model is limited by the fact that particles are continu-
ously added and removed from the sheath, leading to difficulties in
connecting single-particle dynamics to that of the sheath.

In this paper, we show that the relation between the transverse
momentum and vector potential can be used to express the distribu-
tion (as well as average) of the electron c-factors in terms of the thick-
ness of the sheath and the parameters from the RES-model. However,
the layer thickness and its dependency on a0 still need to be deter-
mined. One way to do this is to integrate the rate of change of c for an
electron at the vacuum-plasma boundary. This is highly complicated
and demands accurate models for the fields at the vacuum-plasma
boundary, incorporating effects due to finite c-factors and variations
in velocities across the sheath to give a non-vanishing rate of change.
Instead, we will here combine estimates for the layer thickness from
analytical solutions with the results of particle-in-cell simulations. The
analytical estimates are based on the balance between the radiation
pressure and the longitudinal electric field. Furthermore, we address
the similarity limit of the layer dynamics, as well as scaling laws for the
cut-off frequency for high harmonic generation.

This paper is structured as follows: In Secs. II and III, we intro-
duce notation as well as the governing equations in the RES-model.
This is followed by Secs. IV and V, where we derive the field-structure
and c-distribution inside the electron sheath. The derived expressions
are compared with the results of simulations. Thereafter, Sec. VI con-
siders the a0 dependence of the layer thickness and addresses scalings
for the cut-off frequency for high-harmonics based on coherency-
limits and energy conservation. Finally, in Sec. VII, we summarize our
findings and elaborate on possible extensions to obtain a fully analyti-
cal model for the electron and radiation spectrum, as well as discuss
possible applications.

II. SETUP AND UNITS

The RES-model can be applied for arbitrary angles of incidence,
density profiles, pulse-shapes, polarization, and relativistic intensi-
ties.28 However, here, we consider an incoming laser pulse of the form
~EðwÞ ¼ Ey;iðwÞŷ þ Ez;iðwÞẑ , where w ¼ xt � kx is a phase coordi-
nate and Ey;iðwÞ; Ez;iðwÞ are arbitrary functions of phase, interacting
with a step-like plasma density profile nðxÞ ¼ n0HðxÞ, where H(x) is
a step-function and n0 is the plasma density, i.e., a plasma with its
vacuum-plasma boundary initially located at x¼ 0. This can be related
to the more realistic situation with a smooth density profile by using
the notion of an effective S-number proposed in Ref. 43. We assume
that the pulse is incident with an angle h with respect to the x-axis in
the plane normal to ẑ . By performing a Lorentz-transformation in the
~v ¼ �c sin h ŷ direction, the setup reduces to that of normal incidence.
However, in the boosted frame, the electrons and ions are moving
with an initial velocity.

In the following, time and space are expressed in terms of x0

¼ kx and t0 ¼ xt, where k is the wave-vector of the incident radiation
and x is its frequency. Furthermore, densities are expressed in terms

of nc, momentum is expressed in terms of mc, and fields are expressed
in terms of the relativistic field Er ¼ mcx=e, with the relativistic
amplitude defined by a0 ¼ Emax=Er , where Emax is the maximum
amplitude of the incoming field. Normalizations are, unless otherwise
stated, performed with respect to the boosted frame.

III. THE RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON SPRING (RES)
MODEL–GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The RES-model relies on that the incident radiation will not
propagate inside the plasma, i.e., only penetrates the vacuum-plasma
boundary to a limited extent, eventually being canceled by fields due
to plasma-currents, in combination with a0> 1, which makes the
electron-dynamics relativistic. Under these circumstances, the elec-
trons form a sheath, moving with velocity ~b ¼ ðbx; by;bzÞ, which is
approximately positioned at the point of full cancelation of the inci-
dent field: xs. This criterion can with respect to the boosted frame be
expressed in terms of

Ey;iðxs � tÞ þ Q
2

sin h�
by

1� bx

 !
¼ 0; (1)

Ez;iðxs � tÞ � Q
2

bz

1� bx
¼ 0; (2)

where Q ¼ n0xs is the total charge in the sheath. Since the dynamics is
relativistic, it is assumed that the layer moves at the speed of light, i.e.,
b2
x þ b2

y þ b2
z ¼ 1, resulting in three equations for the four unknowns

xs and~b. The system of equations is closed by adding an equation of
motion for xs

dxs
dt
¼ bx: (3)

The fact that these equations capture the physics of interaction in the
high a0 limit is demonstrated in Fig. 2. In this Figure, we compare the
solution of the equations in the RES-model and PIC-simulations for the
velocities~b, as well as the magnetic fields at the vacuum-plasma inter-
face in the particular case of h ¼ p=7; S ¼ 1= cos3 h, and EyðwÞ
¼ HðwÞa0ðcos f sinw ŷ þ sin f cosw ẑÞ with a0¼ 1000 and f¼ p/3,
with respect to the boosted frame. The PIC-simulations were performed
using the ELMIS-code,48 with the spatial resolution Dx¼ 3.8� 10–4,
temporal resolution Dt¼ 7� 10–4, and 25 particles per cell.

FIG. 2. Left: Comparison of sheath-velocities from the RES-model (lines) and PIC-
simulations (dots). Right: Comparison of the magnetic field component at the
vacuum-plasma interface from the RES-model (lines) and PIC-simulations (dots).
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IV. FIELDS INSIDE THE COMPRESSED ELECTRON
SHEATH

Figure 3 schematically illustrates a compressed sheath with veloc-
ities~b ¼ ðbx; by;bzÞ and thickness Dx, resulting from the interaction
between a laser and a plasma. The position xs, in the RES-model, is
associated with the right-most point of the sheath, whereas xs � Dx
corresponds to the vacuum-plasma interface. The electromagnetic
field at a point x 2 ½xs � Dx; xs�, i.e., inside the sheath, has four contri-
butions: The incident field from the laser, the field from the unshielded
ion current, and the forward as well as backward traveling radiation
from electrons inside the sheath. By using the RES-condition and sum-
ming all the contributions, a lowest order approximation to the fields
at a point x inside the sheath is given by

Ex ¼ �ðQ� qÞ; (4)

Ey ¼ ðQ� qÞ
bxby

1� b2
x

; (5)

By ¼ �ðQ� qÞ bz

1� b2
x

; (6)

Ez ¼ ðQ� qÞ bxbz

1� b2
x

; (7)

Bz ¼ ðQ� qÞ
by

1� b2
x

; (8)

where q is the amount of electron charge between the vacuum-plasma
interface and x.

The above expressions are used in Sec. V to calculate the shape of
the c-factor distribution for electrons. However, to obtain a closed
expression for the c-distribution in the layer, it is necessary to deter-
mine either the energy in the layer, its thickness or the maximum c-
factor (the c-factor of a particle at the vacuum plasma interface), which
poses a significant challenge. In particular, with the above field expres-
sions, both the energy-flow across the vacuum plasma boundary and
the rate of change of c (i.e., ~b �~E) vanish. The vanishing of energy
flow across the vacuum-plasma boundary in the crude approximation

of the fields does not rely on that the sheath velocity follows that in the
RES-model, but holds in the broader context of that the sheath is
described by some common velocity and moves at the speed of light.
To account for energy accumulation in the sheath, it is instead neces-
sary to consider more accurate models for the field structure, which
may include the following:

1. The effect of the ions situated between xs � Dx and xs on Ex.
2. The variation of the incoming field across the extension of the

sheath.
3. The effect of finite c-factors.
4. Retardation effects, in the evaluation of the field due to both elec-

trons and ions.
5. Angular deviations of the particle velocities ~bðxÞ compared to the

description of the sheath electrons moving with a single velocity.

These corrections play a varying role during different parts of the
interaction. Finite c-factors on the one hand directly affect the fields
through the expressions for the field of an element of the sheath mov-
ing with a given velocity, but also indirectly as it determines the
dynamics of the layer thickness, which broadly determines the impor-
tance of the other corrections. One may further notice that retardation
plays a critical role in the emission of high-harmonics as this occurs
simultaneously with the layer moving in the opposite x̂-direction.

V. ESTIMATE FOR c-DISTRIBUTION

In the following, we assume that the incoming laser pulse has
infinite transverse extension. This excludes treatment of effects such as
ponderomotive expulsion of electrons in the transverse direction as
well as some aspects of electron heating. Although these effects are
likely to be important in experiments using near-future tightly focused
relativistic laser systems, we are here focused on revealing and clarify-
ing one-dimensional aspects which should provide a constructive basis
for the estimation of the multidimensional effects. Since, in the case of
normal incidence of a laser pulse with an infinitely large focal spot
size, the hamiltonian of the particles does not depend on the transverse
coordinates, transverse canonical momentum is conserved. In the
boosted frame, conservation of canonical momentum in the ẑ-direc-
tion is equivalent to

pz ¼ �Az: (9)

As pz ¼ cbz , provided that the vector-potential component Az,
expressed in units of mc2/e, can be calculated, c is obtained by taking
bz from the RES-model. Clearly, such an expression is valid as long as
the electron dynamics is relativistic and the RES-velocity accurately
describes the electron dynamics (which commonly is the case, except
for when the transverse velocity is close to zero).

To calculate the vector-potential, observe that By ¼ �@Az=@x
and consequently that

AzðxÞ ¼ �
bz

1� b2
x

ðxs
x
ðQ� qÞdx: (10)

This integral incorporates details related to the electron-density in the
layer, which from an analytical perspective cannot be known in detail
(although it may be calculated from simulations). As an approxima-
tion, we assume that the density is constant across the sheath, i.e., has
some value n ¼ Q=Dx. In that case

FIG. 3. In the boosted frame, a laser pulse is incoming at a sharp plasma-boundary
leading to the formation of a thin sheath with velocity~b. Whereas the incoming radi-
ation is canceled by the Q ¼ n0xs electrons in the sheath, the longitudinal electric
field peaks at the vacuum-plasma interface and is due to the unshielded charge
~Q ¼ Q� n0Dx to the left of the interface, where Dx is the layer thickness.
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AzðxÞ ¼ �Dx Q
bz

1� b2
x

dx2

2
(11)

with dx ¼ ðxs � xÞ=Dx being the position in the sheath, normalized
with the width of the sheath.

Combining the equation for the vector potential and conserva-
tion of canonical momentum gives the c-factor distribution

c ¼ QDx

1� b2
x

dx2

2
: (12)

Although the analytical expression is not entirely independent of PIC-
simulations, which were used to determine the thickness of the sheath,
Fig. 4 indicates good consistency with the c-factor distribution
obtained from PIC-simulations.

By integrating the c-factor distribution, the total electron energy
in the sheath can be written as

Wðt; S; a0Þ ¼
Q2Dx

6ð1� b2
xÞ
: (13)

Evidently, the average c-factor scales proportionally with QDx. The
S-similarity theory implies that there is a normalized energy
Wðt; SÞ ¼Wðt; S; a0Þ=a20, where W(t, S) in the limit of high a0 only
depends on time and the S-parameter. In terms ofW(t, S), the c-distri-
bution takes the form

c ¼ 3a0Wðt; SÞdx2=Sxs (14)

which shows that the singular behavior of c indicated by its depen-
dency on bx is constrained by the available energy W(t, S) which is
limited from above by the energy available in the laser pulse. In terms
of normalized quantities, the thickness of the sheath

Dx ¼ 6ð1� b2
xÞWðt; SÞ=S2x2s ; (15)

i.e., if W(t, S) converges to a limit for high a0, the thickness of the
sheath also converges and in particular goes to zero as the sheath
moves along the axis of incidence. An estimate for the thickness in the
intermediate region is given by

Dx ¼ 2
3a20Wðt; SÞ

; (16)

where we have assumed that the velocities for the sheath can be associ-
ated with c, which then is equated to the maximum c in the sheath.
However, notice that this expression is limited by the accuracy of the
field-description at the point bx¼ –1 and that the field at the singular
point needs further consideration, which will be addressed in Sec. VI.

Figure 1 shows the comparison of the maximum c, the energy of
electrons in the sheath, and Dx for the laser-plasma interaction with
S ¼ 1= cos3h; h ¼ p=7, and different a0. Although c, the energy, and
Dx appear to change increasingly slowly with respect to similarity nor-
malized units as a0 increases, there is no clear indication whether they
have a nonzero limit. To shed light on this, we consider the simplified
problem of a circularly polarized plane wave interacting with an over-
dense plasma.49 In this case, the balance between radiation pressure
and the electrostatic force leads to a penetration depth of the vector-
potential scaling as ks � a�1=20 , i.e., which goes to zero as a0 increases.
If this property generalizes to the case of arbitrary interaction parame-
ters, it would mean that W(t,S)¼ 0 and consequently that energy-
accumulation in the sheath is a transient phenomenon, which is only
significant for low to moderate a0.

VI. SIMULATION OF THE LAYER THICKNESS AND PEAK
FIELD AT SINGULAR POINT

The existence of a limit for the layer thickness (for high a0) as the
layer moves backward and radiates is important for the prospects of
generating coherent high harmonics of increasingly high order. In
view of the expression for the layer thickness in Sec. V, with a propor-
tionality Dx � ð1� b2

xÞ, higher a0 implies a layer thickness approach-
ing zero (as 1� b2

x � 1=c2), which is a consequence of that the field
approaches infinity when bx ! �1. However, this estimate may over-
estimate the decay rate by overestimating the field in the calculation of
the vector potential, which is reduced due to retardation effects and
potentially also affected by angular velocity spread for the electrons,
which is conserved in the high a0-limit. In Fig. 5, the layer thickness as
well as frequency cut-off for high-harmonic generation (defined in
terms of a sharp drop in the spectrum) is shown as a function of a0 in
a case with linear polarization, S¼ 1 and h¼ 0, as well the case
described in Sec. III. The layer thickness is measured at the point of
maximum compression (i.e., where bx ¼ 0). The thickness in the two
cases approximately decays as a�0:40 and a�0:30 , respectively, which
shows that the decay rate for the skin depth gives results that remain
representative for a wider range of interaction parameters. For the lin-
early polarized case, the cut-off frequency for the generation of high
harmonics scales as a0:50 , which is fairly consistent with the limit on
coherency implied by �1/Dx and the scaling of the layer thickness.
Additional simulations showed that a pre-plasma of scale-length
L � 0:1k, i.e., smaller than the penetration depth of the pulse, did not
significantly alter the layer thickness or cut-off frequency. For longer
pre-plasma, work by Blackburn et al.43 shows that the laser-plasma
interaction can be put in correspondence to interaction with a step-
like plasma at a modified S-number.

In the following, we compare the restrictions on the cut-off fre-
quency from the layer thickness to that implied by the accumulated
energy in the sheath. An heuristic implication from the study of the
scaling of the thickness is that the energy in the sheath scales as
Wðt; S; a0Þ � a2�a

0 , where a is such that Dx � a�a
0 ; introducing a to

FIG. 4. Comparison of the c-factor in the sheath calculated from PIC-simulations as
well as from the c-distribution in Sec. V, with the approximation of constant sheath-
density with the thickness taken from simulations at times t¼ 2.0, 4.9, and 7.9.
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take into account that the exponent (observed in simulations) is
slightly different from 0.5 as suggested by taking the skin depth (see
Sec. V) as an estimate for Dx. Assuming that the atto-second burst
generated from the interaction can be described by an amplitude B
and typical wavelength L: LB2 � a2�a

0 , which provides a different
route to the scaling of the frequency for high harmonic generation. To
find L, it is necessary to estimate the amplitude of the atto-second
burst. Here, we take into account the velocity spread for electrons in
the layer through a delay ~tðqÞ, dependent on the charge coordinate q,
such that bxðt; qÞ ¼ qbxðt �~tðqÞÞ, where q ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 1=c2

p
and ~bðtÞ

corresponds to a motion at the speed of light. To analyze the emission
of high-frequency radiation, we consider the particle velocities in
the vicinity of (t, q) such that bxðt; qÞ ¼ �q (i.e., a time t is such that
t ¼ te þ~tðqÞ and bxðteÞ ¼ �1)

bxðt; qÞ ¼ q �1þ 1
2
@2bx

@t2
ðdt � udxÞ2

� �
; (17)

where u ¼ n@~t=@q and dt, dx are the deviations from the position
and time defined by t ¼ te þ~tðqÞ. For linear polarization (with non-
zero electric field along the ŷ-axis), it then holds that

byðt; qÞ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
@2bx

@t2

r
ðdt � udxÞ: (18)

We assume that the interaction parameters are such that the second-
derivative is nonzero and the transverse velocity crosses zero.
According to Gonoskov et al.,28 the transverse velocity may also just
touch zero, which actually turns out to result in optimal conditions
(h � p=3; S � 0:5) for achieving a high amplitude and cut-off fre-
quency for the emitted radiation. The interaction close to these condi-
tions may be thought of as @2bx=@t

2 being small. Based on the
expressions for the velocities, the field contribution from an element of
charge dq becomes

dBz �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
@2bx

@t2

r
ðdt � udxÞ

1� qþ 1
2
@2bx

@t2
ðdt � udxÞ2

dq: (19)

Taking into account retardation amounts to setting dx ¼ �dt and
the total field can be obtained by integration of all contributions.
However, the integrand is anti-symmetric in dx and nonzero values of
the field are hence a consequence of the position (characterized by q)
for the zero-crossing of the transverse velocity (with the correct phase)
as well as variations of c across the layer. An upper estimate for the
field can be obtained by only taking into account the contribution
from the c-factor resolved singular point when integrating with respect
to the part of the sheath defined by dx> 0

Bz �
n log c

ð1þ uÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
@2bx

@t2

r ; (20)

where we assume that the sheath can be associated with a single c-
factor. This expression is proportional to n, which as n � Q=Dx
� a1þa

0 , and from (12) log c � ð1� aÞ log a0 to leading order in a0,
shows that the field grows no faster than a1þa

0 log a0. Combining this
with the estimate for energy: L � a�3a0 =ðlog a0Þ2, which translates
into a frequency scaling ~x=x � a3a0 ðlog a0Þ

2, where ~x is a typical
frequency for the attosecond burst. Energy constraints hence allow a
faster increase in the frequency with a0 than the scaling of the layer
thickness. The frequency of high harmonics may hence be antici-
pated to scale at this rate until it reaches high enough values for
coherency to set limits and then following the slower scaling of 1/Dx.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Understanding the properties, e.g., frequency range, amplitude,
and duration of high harmonics generated from the interaction of
lasers with moderately overdense plasma, has been of great experimen-
tal as well as theoretical interest. The RES-model has in the past been
shown to model the layer dynamics for the laser-plasma interaction in
the near-critical regime, which is relevant to the generation of high
harmonic radiation. However, to understand the details of the radia-
tion spectrum, it is necessary to assess the electron spectrum and prop-
erties of the microdynamics for electrons in the sheath.

In this paper, we connected the c-factor inside the electron layer
to RES-parameters and the thickness of the electron sheath or, equiva-
lently, in terms of the total energy of the sheath. However, it was
observed that the energy-flow across the vacuum-plasma boundary
vanished, unless field-effects of the order of the thickness of the layer
were included. Such field effects include variations of the velocities
across the sheath, retardation effects, and effects due to finite c-factors
for the electrons.

Finally, guided by analytical estimates and simulations, we found
that the layer thickness Dx scales as a�a

0 , where a� 0.5. Based on these
observations, two scalings for the cut-off frequency for high harmonics
could be indicated: on the one hand, from limits due to energy con-
straints, and on the other hand, from incoherency (�1/Dx). Such scal-
ings are consistent with a faster growth of the cut-off frequency for
small a0 than at higher a0. To improve the accuracy of the analysis of
the radiation generation, it is suggested to focus on a more in detail
understanding of the scaling of the layer thickness with the relativistic

FIG. 5. The frequency cut-off for high-harmonic radiation and inverse thickness 1/
Dx as a function of a0 for the interaction of a linearly polarized laser at normal inci-
dence with an S¼ 1 plasma, as well as the case with S ¼ 1= cos3h; h ¼ p=7
and pulse shape described in Sec. III.
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amplitude as well as effects of the microdynamics of the electron-
sheath during emission of high harmonics.
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